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DATABASE 3
(57) Abstract: Registration information for a plurality o f consumers is obtained a t an electronic wallet platform. A mechanism i s

o provided to integrate the electromc wallet platform with a plurality o f merchants. Via the electronic wallet platform, a given one o f

the consumers is afforded an option t o select from multiple methods to pay for a transaction with a given one o f the merchants. The

multiple methods are based, at least in part, on the registration information. A t least one o f the multiple methods includes a virtual
o card number. Further steps include obtaining, from the given one o f the consumers, a selection o f the virtual card number for pay¬

ment for the transaction; and providing the given one o f the merchants with the virtual card number.
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filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive

"L" document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which is step when the document is taken alone
cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other Y" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
special reason (as specified) considered to involve an inventive step when the document is

"O" document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination
means being obvious to a person skilled in the art

"P" document published prior to the international filing date but later than &" document member of the same patent family
the priorit date claimed
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Box No. I Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3. I I Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. I l Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

— PLEASE SEE EXTRA SHEET —

As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:
1-5, 17-23

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.

Form PCT/ISA/210 (continuation of first sheet (2)) (July 200?)
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Continuation of Box III:

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are riot so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1 . In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group : Claims are 1-5, 17-23 are drawn to a method comprising providing a mechanism to integrate an electronic wallet platform with a
plurality of merchants; obtaining, from said given one of said consumers, a selection of said virtual card number for payment for said
transaction; and providing said given one of said merchants with said virtual card number.

Group II: Claims 6-7 are drawn to a method comprising intercepting an authorization request, from a given one of said merchants, for an
amount of a given one of said transactions to be charged against a given one of said virtual card numbers, said given one of said
transactions comprising a given one of said consumers presenting a given one of said portable devices, having said secure application
thereon, at a point-of-sale terminal of said given one of said merchants; and translating said given one of said virtual card numbers into
an actual card number which is not provided to said given one of said merchants; and passing said authorization request to an issuer,
with said actual card number therein.

Group III: Claims 8-10 are drawn to a method for dispatching, from said electronic wallet server, shipping option information, destined for
sai consumer, providing at least two options for shipping goods, associated with said product information, from said e-commerce
retailer to said consumer; obtaining... in connection with said on-line shopping session, an indication of a desired form of shipping from
said e-commerce retailer to said consumer, said indication being based on said shipping option information.

Group IV: Claims 11-16 are drawn to a method comprising obtaining. ..transaction data pertaining to a transaction between a consumer
and a merchant for provision of at least one of goods and services, said electronic wallet platform having at least first and second
funding sources available; dispatching. ..based on said transaction data, a first cost scenario for said transaction based on use of said
first one of said funding sources and a second cost scenario for said transaction based on use of said second one of said funding
sources, said first and second cost scenarios being destined for said consumer; obtaining. ..from said consumer, a selection, from among
said at least first and second funding sources, based on said first and second cost scenarios; and providing said merchant an account
number associated with said selected funding source.

The inventions listed as Groups I through IV do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because under
PCT Rule 13.2 they lack the same or corresponding technical features for the following reasons:

Special Technical Features
The special technical feature of Group I is a method comprising providing a mechanism to integrate an electronic wallet platform with a
plurality of merchants; obtaining, from said given one of said consumers, a selection of said virtual card number for payment for said
transaction; and providing said given one of said merchants with said virtual card number, not required in any other group.

The special technical feature of Group I I is a method comprising intercepting an authorization request, from a given one of said
merchants, for an amount of a given one of said transactions to be charged against a given one of said virtual card numbers, said given
one of said transactions comprising a given one of said consumers presenting a given one of said portable devices, having said secure
application thereon, at a point-of-sale terminal of said given one of said merchants; and translating said given one of said virtual card
numbers into an actual card number which is not provided to said given one of said merchants; and passing said authorization request
to an issuer, with said actual card number therein, not required in any other group.

The special technical feature of Group III is a method for dispatching. ..shipping option information, destined for said consumer, providing
at least two options for shipping goods, associated with said product information, from said e-commerce retailer to said consumer;
obtaining. ..in connection with said on-line shopping session, an indication of a desired form of shipping from said e-commerce retailer to
said consumer, said indication being based on said shipping option information, not required in any other group.

The special technical feature of Group IV is a method obtaining. ..transaction data pertaining to a transaction between a consumer and a
merchant for provision of at least one of goods and services, said electronic wallet platform having at least first and second funding
sources available; dispatching. ..based on said transaction data, a first cost scenario for said transaction based on use of said first one of
said funding sources and a second cost scenario for said transaction based on use of said second one of said funding sources, said first
and second cost scenarios being destined for said consumer; obtaining... from said consumer, a selection, from among said at least first
and second funding sources, based on said first and second cost scenarios; and providing said merchant an account number associated
with said selected funding source, not required in any other group.

Common Technical Features:
Group I and II share the technical feature of obtaining, at an electronic wallet platform, registration information for a plurality of
consumers; select from multiple methods to pay for a transaction with a given one of said merchants, said multiple methods being
based, at least in part, on said registration information, at least one of said multiple methods comprising a virtual card number. However,
this shared technical features does not represent a contribution over the prior art:

US 201 1/0208656 A 1 (Alba et al.) (hereinafter Alba) 25 August 201 1 (25.08.201 1)

Alba teaches obtaining, at an electronic wallet platform, registration information for a plurality of consumers (e.g. Upon registration,
consumers may store their card, billing and shipping information on a site hosted by a suitable entity (for example, an operator of a
payment network 2008), and may access that information to pay conveniently and securely across participating merchants, para [0034]-
[0036]);
select from multiple methods to pay for a transaction with a given one of said merchants, said multiple methods being based, at least in
part, on said registration information, at least one of said multiple methods comprising a virtual card number (e.g. The PAN mapping
process involves taking the original Primary Account Number (PAN) and issuing a pseudo-PAN (or virtual card number) in its place, para

-Continuation in Supplemental Box-

Form PCT/ISA/210 (extra sheet) (July 2009)
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-Continuation in Preceding Supplemental Box-

[0035]; e.g. After t e consumer logs into the e-wallet platform using his or her ID and password, and selects his or her payment and
shipping options, the e-wallet platform passes payment details back to the merchant (e.g., the virtual card number (VCN) or real card
number (RCN), expiration date, shopper name and contact information, ship-to details, and so on).

-Group I, II, III, and IV share the technical feature of an electronic wallet platform/server. However, this shared technical features does
not represent a contribution over the prior art:

US 201 1/0208656 A 1 (Alba t al.) (hereinafter Alba) 25 August 201 1 (25.08.201 1)

Alba teaches electronic wallet platform/server (e.g. electronic wallet platform, para [0036]-[0038]; e.g. The various platforms can be
implemented, for example, using one or more servers, para [0102]).

-Group II and IV share the technical feature a secure/mobile wallet application. However, this shared technical features does not
represent a contribution over the prior art:

US 2012/0143752 A 1 (Wong et al.) (hereinafter Wong) 07 June 2012 (07.06.2012)

Wong teaches a secure/mobile wallet application (e.g. The mobile phone is preferably capable of storing and/or running a wallet
application 12, para [0024]; e.g. the wallet application can securely store information on the phone (shipping address, card alias, secure
token, etc., para [0031]; the SecureCode protocol can be extended to include a novel SecureCode wallet Application Programming
Interface (API), para [001 1]).

As the above common features were known in the art at the time of the invention, these cannot be considered a special technical feature
that would otherwise unify the groups. Therefore, Groups - IV lack unity under PCT Rule 13 because they do not share a same or
corresponding special technical feature.

Form PCT/ISAy210 (extra sheet) (July 2009)
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